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                            1. Introduction

   In the preceding paper [2], we extended the Hanner's 2-element inequality in LP
to the n-element inequality and determined the type 2 (cotype 2) constant of
LP. However the main result in [2] was restricted to the real valued functions in LP
and the general complex case was left open. In this paper, we prove that the n-element
version of the Hanner's inequality is also valid for the complex valued LP-functions.

Let ei,s2,•••,Åí. be the independent Rademacher sequence and xi,x2,•••x.ELP. We
prove that

            El121=iÅíixi ll" l-l: E121=i6i 11xi ll l" for 1 i-i{ p ;.S 2, and

            E ll 21 .. i ei xi ll" ;;;; E12I .. i 6i li xi IHP for 2 S- p Åq oo•

We prove a heredity property of Hanner cotype p(1SpS2). If X is a Banach
space of Hanner cotype p, then LP(X) is of Hanner cotype p.

                        2. Hanner's inequality -
   Let 1SpÅq oo, (S, E, pt) be a probability space and LP = LP(S, E, #). The norm
of LP is given by llxll=:(Slx(t)IPdpt(t))i!P. Hanner [1] proved the following
inequalities. For xi,x2ELP, it holds that for 1ÅqpS.2

          II xl + x2 llP + ll xl - x2 llP ). 1 11 xl 11 + ll x2 II IP + 1 11 xl II - 11 x2 ll IP

and for 2 S. pÅq oo

         11 x, + x, 11P + 11 x, - x, IIP S. 1 11 x, II + ll x, II IP + 1 11 x, II - li x, il IP.

In the case where p == 1, the Hanner's inequality is just the triangular inequality. The

case p=2 is

         Hxi + x2 112 + ll xi - x2 112 l 1 11 xi II + ll x2 II 12 + 1 11 xt 11 - 11 x2 Il 12

the parallelogram law. The Hanner's inequality is rewritten as follows. Let si, Åí2 be

the independent Rademacher random variables with the distribution 6i -- Å} 1 with
probability 1/2. Then the Hanner's inequality is given by

            EllZ3•=ieixi11"lEl23•=isi llxi11 IP for 1Åqp S. 2, and

            EllZi=i6ixi llP S- El2?•=i 6i ll xi ll l" for 2 S- pÅq co,
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where E means the expectation with respect to the Rademacher distribution.
   In the preceding paper [2], we extended the Hanner's 2-element inequality to the
n-element inequality as follows. Let si,62,•••,s. be the independent Rademacher
sequence and xi, x2,•••x.ELP. Then if each xi is real valued function, then it holds

that

            E II ZI..i6ixi Il" l-ll: E12I=isi ll )cill IP for 1 S. p ;.i{ 2, and

            E II ZI=i eixi llP S- E121=i ei ll xi IHP for 2 :-f{i pÅq oo.

The general complex valued cases were left open in [2]. In this paper, we show that

the Hanner's n-element inequality is valid also for complex valued functions
xi,x2•••x.ELP. To show the general complex case, we use the full real version of

the above Hanner's n-element inequality.

    LEMMA 1. Let gi and g2 be the independent Gaussian random variables with
mean O and variance 1 on a probability space (S2, P). Let op:C.LP(S2, P; R) be,

for z = u + ivEC,

                       op(z)(co) = c,(ug,(w) + vg2(co)),

where LP(S2?, P; R) is the real valued LP space and c, be the constant c, = (Slgi(a))IP

dP(co))"i!P. Then it hold that
    1. op is real linear, that is, q(szi + tz2) =sop(zi) + tq(z2) for zi, z2EC and s, tER,

and
    2. op is isometry, that is,

              11 (p (z) ll..(.) - (Si op (z) ((o)IP dP(co))ifp - lzl = .fiP' + ,i.

    PRooF. 1. is clear. To show 2, we calculate the L"-norm of q(z).

        11 op(z) liP -= c;Slop(ugi(co) + vg,(co))IPdP(co)

              -= cp,(Vil7tt'v2)pS vii"=+-i---, gi(on) + -v.i"--tt ,, g2(tu) "dP(tu)

              = (Vff2rm+ v-i )p,

where we have used the fact that the distributions of sgi + tg2 (s2 + t2 == 1, s, tE R)

and gi are identical, hence the last integral is c,-". This proves the Lemma.

    LEMMA 2. Let p be 1 :.{ pÅq oo, Åíi, 62,•••,e. be independent Rademacher random
variables and zi,z2,•••,z. be complex numbers. then it holds that for 15pS.2

                       EIZI=, Åí,z,IP lll El21=, 6, lz,l IP,

and for 2 S. pÅq oo
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                      E1Zr•=, s,z,IP ;;il EIZr•=, Åí, lz,l IP•

   PRooF. Let op be the mapping given in Lemma 1. We prove only the case
1S.p;.f 2. The case2;.SpÅq oo is analogous. We have

                     EIZr•=i eiziIP = E 11 q(27• ., , eizi) II"

                                = E II 2I=, s, op (z,) 11P

                                l.lill EIZr•=, s, ll op (z,) 11 IP

                                = EIZr•=, e, Iz, lip,

where the above inequality is the Hanner's inequality for the real LP-functions {op(zi)}

(see [2]) and the last equality follows from Lemma 1.

   LEMMA 3(Hanner [1]). Let ct llO and ull O. Let f(u) be

                      f(u) = luilp + ct lp + lui!P - ct IP.

If 1 S. p S 2, then f(u) is a convex function, and if 2Sp Åq oo, then f(u) is a concave

function.

    LEMMA 4. Let ui,u2,•••,u. i.lO and let F(ui, u2,•••,u.) be

                     F(ui, u2,''•, u.) = El21=, eiu,'• !PIP•

Then regarding F as a function of each ui, F is convex for 1 S. p S. 2 and F is concave

for 2$pÅq oo.

    PRooF. The Lemma follows from Lemma 3. See also Kigami, Okazaki and
Takahashi [2].

    THEoREM 1. Let n be a natural number, Åíi,e2,•••,6. be independent Rademacher
random variables and xi,x2,•••,x. be functions in LP.
    (1) If 1 S.pS. 2, then it holds that

                     E li ZI .. i eixi 11" )- ElZl=i ei ll xi 11 IP•

    (2) If 2$pÅq oo, then it holds that

                     E II 2I=, 6,x, 11P llS El2I=, 6, II x, IHP.

    PRooF. (1) Suppose that1;.fpS. 2. By Lemma 2, we have

                  E 112I., i 6ixi liP = E(S, IZI,. i ei(co)xi(t)l"d#(t))

                             - S, E lZl=, Åí,(co) x,(t)ip d#(t)

                             l-li S, EIZ:=, ei((D) ixi(t)1 l"d"(t)

                             = E ll Zl .. , s, lx, HIP,
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where lxil(t)=lxi(t)l. So we can suppose that each xi is a non-negative function,
xi(t) l O. By Lemma 3 and by the Jensen's inequality, we obtain that

                 S, F(xi (t)P, x2 (t)P, • • • , x. (t)") dpt (t)

               l-l F( S, xi (t )Pdpt (t), S, x2 (t)P d" (t), • • • , S, x. (t )Pdpa (t)),

where F is the function given in Lemma 4. This proves (1).
    (2) The case where 2S.pÅq oo is obtained by the manner same to the case
(1). In this case, F is concave and we obtain the converse inequality

                 S. F(xi (t)P, x2 (t)P, • •• , x. (t)P) dpt (t)

               ;:S F(S, xi (t)P dpt(t), S, x2 (t)P du (t), •••, S, x.(t)P du(t)),

by the Jensen's inequality. This completes the proof.

    REMARK. In the case where p == 1, Hanner's 2-element inequality

            llxi + x2 ll + Hxi -x2 ll l-): 11xi ll + ll x2 II +l llxi ll - 11 x2"l

is nothing but the triangular inequality. So this 2-element inequality is valid in all

Banach spaces. But the n-element inequality

                     E 11 21=, Åí,x, llP l.ill E12I .. , Åí, ll x, ll IP

is not necessarily valid in all Banach spaces. If this n-element inequality is valid for

every n, then the Banach space is of cotype 2, see [2].

                    3. Hanner type and Hanner cotype

   Let X be a Banach space. Denote by LP(X)= LP(S, X, pt;X) the Banach space
of X-valued LP-functions f(t): S.X with norm

                      ii f Il Lp (x) = ( jl, " f(t) ti s} d,tt (t)) ' iP

    Let X be a Banach space with norm IHI. We say that X is of Hanner cotype
p (1 .Åq.pS. 2) if it holds that

                     E ll 21 .. , 6ixi nP )- E1Zl ,. , ei 11 xi IHP

for every n and every xi, x2,•••,x.EX, where {ei} are independent Rademacher random
variables. We say that X is of Hanner type p (2 $pÅq oo) if it holds that

                     E ll2:•=, 6,x, llP l.:i{ Ei2I=, 6, ll xJ, Il IP

for every n and every xi,x2,•••,x.EX. By Theorem 1, LP is of Hanner cotype p for
1.Åq.p .Åq,2 and of Hanner type p for 2SpÅq oo.
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    THEoREM 2. If X is a Banach space of Hanner cotype p (resp., Hanner type p),
then L"(X) is of Hanner cotype p (resp., Hanner type p).

    PRooF. For f,,f2,•••,f.ELP(X), we have

                 E llZl .. i Eifi llÅíp(x) - E(S ll27•=i 6ifi(t) ll"du(t))

                                 - S(E 112r•=, e,f,(t) li p) du(t)

                                 l-ll S(E 121 .. , Åí, II f, (t) II IP) dpt(t)

                                 - E(S 12I .. , s, ll f, (t) iHP d#(t))

                                 = E ll 21=i 8iFi llÅíp(R)

                                 l-ll: E 1Zr• =, e, 11 F, ll..(.) IP ,

where the two inequalities above follow from the fact that X and LP(R) are of Hanner

cotype p (the assumption on X and Theorem 1) and Fi is the real function
Fi (t) = 11 fi (t) 11 . This completes the proof.

    PRoposmoN 1. Let 1:$p;$r;.{ 2. Then L' is of Hanner cotype p and LP(U)
is of Hanner cotype p.

    PRooF. U is isometrically imbeddable into LP since 1 S. p :S r =Åq, 2, so the assertion -

fo11ows.
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